Switches in Dicer Activity During Oogenesis and Early Development.
Dicer is a versatile protein regulating diverse biological processes via the production of multiple classes of small regulatory RNAs, including microRNAs (miRNAs) and small interfering RNAs (siRNAs). In this chapter, we will discuss roles for Dicer in driving temporal changes in activity of individual small RNA classes to support oogenesis and early embryogenesis. Genetic strategies that perturb particular functions of Dicer family proteins, such as ablation of individual Dicer paralogs or their binding partners as well as introduction of point mutations to individual domains, allowed the dissection of Dicer functions in diverse small RNA pathways. Evolutionary conservation and divergence of the mechanisms highlight the importance of Dicer versatility in supporting rapid changes in gene expression during oogenesis and early development. Furthermore, we will discuss potential roles of Dicer in transgenerational inheritance of small RNA-mediated gene regulation.